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Equity in the distribution of income

By the end of this chapter, you should be able to:
o distinguish benrueen equity and equality

o distinguish beh/r'een absolute poverty and relative poverty

o explain possible causes and consequences of poverty

o explain and draw a Lorenz curve

. explain the Cini coefficient

o analyse data on relative income shares of the population

o distinguish behrveen and give examples of direct taxes and
indirect taxes

o explain how government can alter the distribution of income through
the use of direct tax policies

o distinguish betvr'een and give examples of progressive, regressive,
and proportional taxation

xr calculate the average rate of tax and the marginal rate of tax

o exp ain how governrnent can use tax revenue to provide goods and
services for those on low incomes

o explain how government can alter the distrjbution of income through
the use of transfer payments

. evaluate the use of government policies to redistribute income.

One o{ t}re charactcristics associated with {ree markct
e conomir: s is an unequal distribution of income. For
example, the principal of a school is likely to earn a greater
income than a cafeteria worker. Inequality obviously occurs
to dif{crent extents in different countries. The reasons lor
diffcrence in incorne and the consequcnces of incquality are
many and complex. They can form the basis of massive
debate among economists, politicians, sociologists, colleagues,
parents and children, lriends. and even classrnates in an
economics lcsson!

Thcre is one argument that suggests that huge inequalities in
income are unlair. People with low incomes will experience
relatively low living standards and Iewer opportunities than
people with high incomes. They may live in a state of absolute
poverty, whereby thcy do not have access to the basic
necessities needed to sustain life. Or Lhey may livc in relative
poverty, whereby their living standards are well below an
observcd " avetage" in an economy. This is dcalt with in more
detail in Chapler 28.

There arc a number of reasons why incomes may be low and so
people live in poverty:
o thcy may have been born into a horischold where incomes

were low
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. they may have received poor, or no, education

. they may have suffered in terms of poor health care and
malnutrition

. they may have found it necessary to find work before completing

an education

The consequences ol poverty include:
r low living standards
o lack of access to sufficient health care

r low levels of education

The consequences lead to low levels oI human capital and that in
turn makes it likely that people will continue to be poor, so the
situation tends to be cyclicaL. People are poor and so have low levels

oI education and health care. Because they have low levels of
education and health care, they are unlikely to find work or may
only have access to low paid jobs. Because of this they remain poor.

These are some of the issues that result in flerce debate.

Even if it is perceived that an unequal distribution of income is
unfair, economic reasoning will show that higher incomes act as an

incentive for people to work harder. If people did not believe that
their hard work in school or at work would allow them to raise their
human capital and provide them witl- the opportunity to eam
higher incomes, then this would have huge implications for the

supply side of an economy, resulting in a lower overall level of

economic activity.

Purely econornic analysis will not lead to an answer as to exactly how
much inequality is acceptable or appropdate. This is very much a

normative issue. What can be agreed upon is that fact that market
economies do result in inequality of income. In this chapter, we will
look at the ways in which govemments use their policies on taxation

and government spending to aflect the distribution oI income in an

economy.

It is important that you understand the difference between equity

and equality from the outset. Equity means fairness' Governments

attempt to redistibute income to make the distribution more fair.

They are not aiming for equaliry where everyone would receive the

same income, since, as we noted earlier, this would destroy the

incentive to work harder lor many people.

Lorenz curye and Gini index
Income inequality in an economy can be measured. The most
common representation of inequality comes in the lorm of a
Lorenz curve. This takes data about household income gathered in
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the following
To what extent do you feel that
it is a governmen{s obligation to
reduce inequality?
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national surveys
following data:

and prescnts them graphically. Consider the

20a7

20Q7
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Croatia 2005 B.B tj.3 17.3

Madagascar 2005 6.2 9.6 tj.l
Sources: World Bank Data & UN Humdn Deve opment Report 2009

Table 20.1 lncome distribution for selected countries

Houscholds are ranked in ascending order o{ income levels and the
share oI total incomc going to groups of houscholds is calculated. For
example. iI we look atBrazil., we sec that the poorcst 20yo of
households receive only 3.070 of toLal household income while the
richest 207" of the households receive 58.7%. This contrasts with
Croatia, where the data suggest more equality in distribution, with
the poorest 2070 rcceiving 8.8% o{ total household incomc, and the
richest 20% receiving 37.97..

The information can be graphed using Lorenz curves shown in
Figure 20.l. The x-axis shows the cumulalive percentage oI the total
population divided up in the quintiles shown in Table 20.I. The
y-axis shows thc cumulative pcrcentage of lotal income earned by
thc quintiles. The line of absolute cquality indicatcs a perfectly cqual
distribution of income where, for example, l0% of the population
earns 107o oI the income, and 90% of thc population earns 9O7n of
the income. Each country has its own LoreDZ curve basecl on the
income data. Tlte farther away a country,s curve is from thc line of
absolute equality, the more uncqual is the distribution of income.
In our example, thc curve drawn lor Brazil is larthcr away than rhat
of Croatia. We can quickly observe from the diagram thar inccrme is
less equally distributed in Brazil that it is in Croatia.

An indicator that neatly summarizes the infonnation presented in
the table and on the Lorenz curvc is the Gini index. The Gini indcx is
derived from Lhc lorenz curve and is a ratio oI the area between the line
of equality and a country's Lorenz curve (a) to thc total area under thc
line oI cquality (a) + (b). The higher the Gini index, the morc unequal is
the distribution of incomc. Gini index values are given in Table 20.1.

Althougir a reduction in income inequality may be an important
objective of development, onc must be very careful in using Gini index
numbers as a basis for evaluating a country,s devclopment progress.
While low-income countries rend to have higher levels of inequality
than high-income countries, there is no hard and tast conelaliol
between Lhe level of deveiopmcnt of a country measured by its HDI and
its Gini index. There are countdes wilh a high level of human
dcvclopment, such as reUS (HDI rank Il), that have a relativcly high
Gini index (40.8) and countries with a low level of human devclopment,
such as Ethiopia (HDI rank 171), with a much lower Gini value (29.8)r.

rSour€e: Human Development Report 2OO9
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Figure 20.1 Lorenz curves for Brazil

and Croatia

Student workpoint 2O.2
Be creative

Using graph paper and the data
from Table 20.I , draw Lorenz
curves for Bolivia and
Madagascar. Remember that the
points are drawn by adding up
the cumulative values of total
share of income and the total
share of population. How does
the shape of the curves confirm
the relationship behveen a

country's Lorenz curve and its

Cini index?
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Moreover, it would not be corect to assume *rat it is necessary to

have more equality in order to raise living standards. Assume that the
poorest 207o of the population earns 3.07o of the national income as

in Brazil. ff the national income rises and the income distribution
pattern remains the same, then the poorest will receive a larger
amount, even iI their share remains the same. They get the same

proportion of a larger amount!

Taxation
Governments at all levels (municipal, provincial, national) impose

a huge array of dillerent taxes lor a range o{ reasons. Taxes may be

used to reduce the consumption o{ goods that create negative

extemalities. Taxes on imported goods (tariffs) may be imposed to
reduce the consumption of imponed goods. Taxes may be raised or
lowered to manage the level of aggregate demand in the economy.

In this section, we are looking only at the way in which taxation is

used to change the distribution of income.

Direct taxes
Direct taxes are taxes imposed on people's income or wealth, and on
firms' profits. The income from households comes in various forms

such as emploFnent income and interest on savings and dividends

from the ownership of shares. Some of the income is taxed directly by

employers, while some is charged based on the annual "ta-{ return"
form that people are usually obliged to fill out. Theoretically, such taxes

are unavoidable, because households and firms are obliged to declare

their full income to govemments and pay taxes on it accordingly.

lndirect taxes
Indirect taxes are also known as expenditure taxes, or consumption-

based taxes, and have different names in diflerent countries. Canada

and Australia have a "goods and services tax (GST)", the UK has a

"value-added tax (VAT)" and so does Austria (Mehrwertsteuer\.In rhis

case, consumers who buy the goods pay the tax to the seller, or
producer, who then pays the tax to the govemment. In a sense these

taxes are avoidable, as consumers have the choice as to wheth€r to buy

the good or not, and in what quantities. Governments vary the rate of

indirect tax that they charge on different goods and services, with
necessity and valued goods, such as food at the supermarket, being

charged a lower tax rate than luxuries, such as food in restaurants.

There are three different categories into which we can place these

two different t}?es of taxes, and these differ in the effect that they
have in terms of changing people's incomes.

Progressive taxes
Many countries use a progressive tax as the main way to redistribute

income from higher income earners to low income earners, as a

progressive tax means that, as incomes rise, people pay a higher
proportion of this income in taxes. Usually, there is a certain amount

of income that is non-taxed, so a person earning a low income might
pay no taxes at all, However, when the income moves beyond this

minimum, then a certain percentage of the income will have to be

20 o Equity in the distribution of in.or" !!Q

Studentworkpoint 20.5
Be an inquirer
ResearchinS the same country as

in previous chapters, try to find
out the following.

I What is the name of the
indirect tax in the country?

2 What are the different rates of

taxes and what are the
different cateSories on which
they are charged? Give

examples.
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paid to the government. Thcn, as income rises further, a progressive

tax would take larger pcrcentages at higher incomes. Considcr a

simple hypothetical example where thcre are lour tax "brackets" as

shown in Table 20.2.

25001-50000 40oio

50001 and hiShet 50Vo

Table 20.2 Tax rates for different income levels (hypothetical)

If a person were to earn $ I 5 000, then thcy would pay no taxes on

the first $10 000 and 30% on the next $5.000 so they would pay

$I,500 in taxes. This .represents an avcrage tax of l0ok-

A person earning double this income, $10 000. would pay nothing

on the first $10 000, 30% on the next $15 000 ($4,500) and then

4Oo/o on rhe remaining $5,000 ($2,000) for a total of $6,500. This

represents an average tax of approximale]ly 22"k ' As we can see, the

average tax rises as income rises, making it a progressive tax.

It is impo ant to observe that the example given in Table 20'2

represents a vastly simplijied tax struclure. In reality most countries'

lax structures are inlinitely more complicated. The biggest

complication comes in the form of "tax deductions" and the
calculation of "taxable" income. Tax deductions allow peoplc to

reduce their "taxable income" as a result of spcnding on ccrtain

things. For example, if a worker must travel a long distance to work,

and this costs $l,0OO a month, the government might allow the

person to deduct this spending lrom her taxable income, thus

reducing the amount of tax that she pays. The government might do

this because it {eels thar this will encourage people to find work and

Iower unemployment. What is considered Lo be a tax deduction is

different lrom country Lo country.

A progressive tax means that higher income people pay higher taxes,

and can lcad to a redislribution of income 1cl the less well-ofi' There

will be an evaluadon of progrcssive taxes later in this chapter'

Assessment Adyice
ln HL paper 3, you may be asked to calculate, from a set of data, the marginal

rate of tax and the average rate of tax.

Here is an example of the kind of question that you may face and suggested

responses.

The table below shows the income tax rates that aPPly to ditferent ranges of

earnings lor wotkers in an economy

0-5,000
s oor - 20 000

20 001 - 40 000

40 001 +

Student workpoint 20.4
Be a thinker-calculate the
following
Using the tax structure given in

Table 20.2, calculate the total tax

paid and the average tax paid for

a person earning each of the

following incomes.

Put your answers in the form of

a table.

| $2000 5 $28,000

2 $ r 4,oo0 4 $s6,0oo

Student workPoint 2o.5
Be an inquirer

Find four examples of tax

deductions that households can

make in the country that you are

investigating. (lf you cannot

access such information, then
research your home country.)

Suggest reason(s) why
governrnents might allow each to

be a tax deduction.

HL

0

20

40

50

0-10000

1000r-25 000
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Individual A (low income) earns $,15 000 Per year'

Individual B (middle income) earns $38 000 Per year'

lndividual C (high income) earns $90 000 per year.

Calculate the amount of income tax paid by individuals A, B, and C as a

percentage of income, i.e. their average tax rate.

The average tax rate = ffi$ x loo

tndividual A pays ($5ooo x oo/o) + ($lo 000 x 200/0) = 0 + $2,000:
$2,000

Therefore the average direct tax rate is $2,000/$15 000 x 100 : 13 33o/o

tndividual B pays ($5,000 x oo/o) + ($15 000 x 200/0) + ($18 000 x
4oo/o) = o + $3,oo0 + $2200 : $lo 200

Therefore the average direct tax rate is $10 200/$38 000 x 100 : 26.840/o

lndividual C pays ($5,000 x 00/o) + ($15 000 x 200/0) + ($20 000 x
4oolo) + ($50 O0O x 5oo/o) : o + $3,000 + $8,000 + $25 000 :
s36 000

Therefore the average direct tax rate is $36 000/$90 000 x 100 = 40 o00/o

lf individual B receives an increase in earnings {rom $58 000 to $48 000,

what will be the marginal tax rate?

chanae in total tax Daid - - -
The martinal tax late : :cha--nge 

rn inco;6- x luu

lndividual B will now pay ($5,OOO x Oo/o) + ($15 000 x 200/0) +
($20 OOO x 4oolo) + ($8,OoO x 500/0) : 0 + $3,000 + $8,000 +

$4,000 : $15 000

This means that individual B is now paying $4,800 more tax ($15 000 -
$10 2OO). His earnings have risen by $lo 000 ($38 000 to $48 000).

Therefore, his marginal tax rate will be $4800/$ l0 000 x 100 : 480/0

Remember that if a person is paying direct and indirect taxes, then you could be

asked to calculate the average and marginal direct tax rates, the average and

marginal indirect tax rates, or the average and marginal total tax rates

Regressive taxes
A tix is known as a regressive tax if the proportion of income paid in
mx (the average rate of tax) falls as income rises. Indirect taxes are

regressive taxes. Consider an example of a $ 1.00 tax on a litre of

peirol and assume that people end up spending $50 per month in
petrol taxes. For a person eaming $500 per month, the tax will take

l07o of income. For a person earning $2500 per month, the tax will
represent 27o of their income. The tax is regressive because a higher
proportion of income is paid at lower levels of income.

Regressive taxes may be a good source of government revenue and

they might discourage the consumption of demerit goods, but they

can worsen income inequalitY.

Proportional taxes
A tax is a proportional tax iI the proponion of income paid in tax is

constant for all income levels. Many countries are now promoting

the idea of proportional direct taxes, or flat taxes, whereby the same

percentage of tax is paid at all levels of income. There are several

reasons lor this.

20. Equity in the distribution ol income IIIE
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The first relates to the huge complexity of most tax systems. A glance
at the tax guide for most countries will confirm that taxation is an
incredibly complicated process, with ample room lor error and
manipulation. This may result in governments eaming less revenue
than expected as people find ways to avoid paying taxes. The second
relates to the possible disincentive effects of taxes on working.
It might be argued that high rates of taxes discourage people from
working harder, moving into higher paid jobs and taking risks, as
they will be reluctant to lose their own gains to higher taxes. If taxes
were to be constant, then this could be viewed as a supply-side
policy to encourage greater incentives to work and therefore raise
labour supply.

Transfer payments
Governments can use tax revenues to redistribute income and
provide different t!?es of assistance to groups in the economy ro
improve their living standards. These are known as transfer
payments. While transfer payments are not included as income in
national income accounting, because they do not represent payment
for the production of a good or a service, they are payments made to
increase the income of particular groups within the economy.
Examples oI transfer payments include child support assistance,
pensions, unemployment benefits, payments to disabled people, and
subsidies to producers.

Government expendature to provide essential goods and
seruices
Governments use large amounts of their taxation revenue to provide
directly, or to subsidize, a number of goods and services that are
socially desirable. These tend to be goods and services rhat have
positive externalities oI consumption (see chapter l2 for more details).
These goods and services typically include health care, education,
sanitation, and water supplies. The provision is carried out to ensure
that the poorer members of the economy have access to essential
goods and services and so leads to economic development.

Evaluation of redistribution of income policles
At the outset, it was pointed out that the question of income
redistribution is a highly charged one. While many would agree that
it is a government's obligation to ensure that its citizens enjoy a
"reasonable" standard of living, this is a problematic issue foir.ru.,y
reasons, not the least of which is the question of what constitutes a
reasonable standard!

As might already be perceived, economists who support a new
classical point of view tend to argue against the active role of
government in redistdbuting income for the simple reason that it
interferes with market lorces and results in inefficiencies. As we
know, this view argues that the optimal allocation of resources occurs
in free markets and so government taxation must be kept to a
minimum. They might argue that:

"ln thk worW, nothing cdn be
said to be certain, except dedth and

taxes. "
Benjomin Fronklin
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. il firms have to pay insurance and social security costs lor workers,

then this will encourage firms 1rl hire lewer worl<ers. thus

contribuLing to unemployment
o high taxes in a country might discouragc entrepreneurial activity

and even cncourage enLrepreneurs to lcave a country in search of

morc "favourablc" tax climates
o high taxes havc negative effects on overall growth in the cconomy

due to the disincentive effect mentioned earlicr; lower taxes will
encourage economic activity lcading to an overall increasc in

output that will be to the benefit oI all people.

This is not to say that therc is no role for government in an economy,

and no rcason 1or taxes to be collecLed However, economists

promoting a free market view might argue that laxes should be used

to finance the obligations of the government to ensurc prope y
rights, reduce Lhe effects of market failure, provide an ellcctive

se curity and jrrdicial system. and promote competition, but taxation

shoultl not be uscd to redistribute income.

20 . Equity in the distribution of in.ot" t!!!!l
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Paper l, pa1t (a) questions

I Distinguish between a Progressive tax system and

a regressive tax system.

2 Using a diagram, exPlain the relationshiP between the

Lorenz curve and the Oini lndex.

5 Explain why indirect taxes are regressive taxes.

Paper l, essay question

I a Explain two ways that a Sovernment miSht redistribute

income in an economY

from the more well-off to the less well-off

b Evaluate the consequences of income redistribution

policies on an economy

tt0l

trol
It0]

tr0l

It5]

HL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
The table below shows the income tax 'brackets" that aPPly to different

of earnings in an economy.

o- 10000 0

lo ool - 30000 20

30 oor - 50 000 40

50 OOI + 50

o lndividual A (low income) earns $20 Ooo Per year and spends $14 000 on

goods and services, of which 20olo is indirect tax'

r lndividual B (middle income) earns $45 ooo Per year and spends $30 0o0

on goods and services, of which 2oolo is indirect tax

o lndividual C (high income) earns$l20 ooo Peryearand sPends $80 000

on goods and services, of which 200/0 is indirect tax, €

0
ranges
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|IlE 20. Equity in the distributjon of income

Distinguish between direct and indirect taxes.

Calculate the average direct tax rate paid by individuals A, e and C.
Use the.data from the table to explain whether this type of income tax
system is progressive, regressive, or proportional.
Calculate the average indirect tax rate paid by individuals A, B, and C.
Glculate the average rate of total tax (direct + indkect) paid by individuals
A, B, and C.

Explain why governments often employ progressive tax systems.

Assessmena adyt@: lnternal assessment
It is recommended that one of your commentaries be about macroeconomics
and you shoutd be able to see that there are a large number of possible topic
areas here. your country investigation mjght be usiful here a, lt i, porsiUt" tt atyou used contemporary articles in gathering your information. eernapi one of
these will be suitable for a commentary lust remember that the article has to
have been written no earlier than six months before you starteJ tnisle oiptoma
Programme course.

Having finished macroeconomics, you are likely to be able to bring together
many topics that are inteMoven and this will give you an opportu;iw;o
evaluate. For example, you may find an articlJabout a cent;al bank,; etforts to
controt rntlationdry pressures through interest rate increases. Evaluation in such
a case may involve an assessment of the likely effects of this on the
stakeholders and a consideration of the poteniial conflict among policy
objectives.

Please remember that all four of the articles that you use to write your
commentaries must come from different sources. This not only gives you
the opportunity to read articles that may come from aiterent ieispeciives,
but ideally, it should allow you to learn about economics ln diiferent plrts of
the world.


